
Sprinter EXT II Stroller®

Warning: Brakes should be pushed up to the highest position before use. 
To lock brakes, push down on levers to the lowest position. 

Folding and Storage Instructions: 
1. Fold down Canopy, then pull up top half of plastic hinge on sides of   
 frame to release and fold frame. 

2. To secure the stroller in a folded position, loop the red plastic hook over  
 the corresponding metal post. 

Instructions:

1. Unfold Stroller Frame until locking hinge on side of the frame
 clicks into place.

2. Back wheels attach by depressing
 the silver button on the back wheel
 bar. Once wheel is securely in place,
 release the button. (Front wheel
 comes attached and unlocked). 

3. Attach fabric panel to the bottom
 of stroller using Velcro® flaps.

4. Attach the Velcro® flaps on the
 sides of the Stroller Body to the
 belly bar of the Frame.

5. Fully assembled Stroller Front Wheel Locking Instructions:

1. When walking, jogging, or going on faster strolls,
 lock the front wheel in place for safety.

2. To lock front wheel, push the small tab up on
 the red locking mechanism just behind the
 wheel barrel and rotate until the metal pin slides
 into the hole above.  



Care and Maintenance
Wipe frame and fabric clean with a damp cloth using a mild soap and water. Let air dry. Store in a clean, dry 
place.

Use Instructions
PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY
Designed for use with pets only. Recommended for use with one pet only. Do not overload stroller. Maximum 
weight of pet should not exceed 25 lbs. Use of a safety harness or similar restraint is recommended. Do not 
leave pet unsupervised in stroller. Do not use stroller on escalators or stairs. Fold stroller and carry. Use brake 
whenever stroller is parked. Check that frame is locked in place and stroller body secure before placing pet 
inside. Do not hang heavy items from handles as this may make the stroller unstable. Do not carry additional 
items in stroller that may cause it to exceed its maximum load capacity.

LIMITED WARRANTY
This Guardian Gear EXT II Stroller is warranted against defective material or workmanship for one year from the 
date of purchase. Any Guardian Gear EXT that is determined to be defective in material or workmanship during 
the warranty period will be repaired or replaced without cost to the consumer for parts or labor. Please contact 
PetEdge Customer Service at 1-800-638-5754 regarding any defective product. PetEdge will not be liable under 
this warranty for any defect, failure, or malfunction of this product caused by normal wear, abuse, misuse, 
unauthorized adjustments, or repairs. PetEdge will not be liable for any incidental or consequential damages of 
any type. Any implied warranty is limited to the one-year period provided in this express warranty. Some states 
do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts or exclusion or limitation of incidental or 
consequential damages, so the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to you. Warranty is void if product 
has been modified in any manner, repaired by anyone other than PetEdge, or has been subject to unreasonable 
use. Warranty is valid in the United States.
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